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Hierarchical Model to Structure Innovation 

 
The Hierarchical Model to Track Innovation describes the established organizational framework           
for idea collection, tracking and development, innovation management, and agile          
experimentation. This model provides an organized representation of all ideas, concepts,           
suggestions, issues and decisions, which we collectively call Intentions, that are cataloged and             
tracked in your innovation management system. The Hierarchical Model is used for reporting,             
analysis, performance measurement and forecasting on your innovation funnel, investments          
and cost benefit analysis to answer questions such as: 
 

- What is our return on innovation investments by business unit? 
- What percentage of our investments are focused on continuous improvement? 
- What percentage of our investments are focused on disruptive innovation? 
- Which business unit contributed the most (or the least) to our innovation efforts? 
- What is idea review and evaluation velocity? 
- Where are our idea management bottlenecks? 
- What innovations had the optimal return on investment? 
- Which challenge types work best? 
- Which participants or participant types show the highest level of engagement? 
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The Hierarchical Model consists of the following breakdown structures: Contributor Breakdown           
Structure (CBS), Innovation Breakdown Structure (IBS), Information Discovery Structure (IDS),          
and Work Breakdown Structure (WBS). 

Contributor Breakdown Structure (CBS) 
CBS tracks information about users that are related to contribute in any way to an Intention.                
CBS is designed to track internal innovation activity by the organization’s employees and open              
innovation activities with external parties such as customers, partners, researchers, startups or            
the general public. 
 
Organization Breakdown Structure (OBS) is designed to establish how an organization operates            
and provides a framework for operational performance reporting, cost accounting, revenue           
contribution, and innovation reporting. 
 
Site: The physical location / facility from which the contributor operates. 
 
Business Unit or Line of Business (LOB): The business unit or cost center to which the                
contributor is attributed to. 
 
Group: An organization unit representing the department or group, the contributor belongs to. 
 
Diversity & Inclusion Attributes: Diversity & Inclusion attributes track the range of human             
differences, including but not limited to race, ethnicity, gender, gender identity, sexual            
orientation, age, social class, physical ability or attributes, religious or ethical values system,             
national origin, and political beliefs. 
 
Role: Defines the role the individual plays in the organization &/or in the innovation              
management process. For example, an individual can be a participant, a subject matter expert,              
stakeholder etc. 
 
Skills and Interests: Defines the individual’s skills and interests. This information is used to find               
the people that are most suited to participate in an innovation challenge or when members of                
your community are seeking mentors. 
 
Employee Resource Group (ERG) or Business Resource Group (BRG): is a grouping of             
employees based on a combination of their OBS and diversity & inclusion attributes as well as                
roles, and skills. ERGs designation focuses on the D&I attributes that profile the resources              
included and based on HR’s hiring and retention mandates whereas a BRG will also factor in                
their roles and skills, and tie to the strategic development goals of the organization. For               
example, you can create an affinity group called Young Female Hispanics - then report on how                
young female Hispanics are engaged in innovation - and if they are not then the company can                 
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think about how to involve them in the process. ERGs or BRGs are a powerful mechanism to                 
design and launch micro-targeted challenges and campaigns and build communities for such            
affinity groups. 
 
Ecosystem Contributor: Identifies the contributor type which can be employee, stakeholder,           
customer, partner, startup community member, researcher or the general public. 
 
Community: is a a form of user grouping. A Community, that may also be referred to as an                  
affinity group, can be defined based on the user’s D&I attributes, role, Ecosystem Contributor.              
Group, department or business unit. Community tend to have include large swaths of             
contributors such as all North American employees or all Customers, and are generally             
designed to encourage long term collaboration. On the other hands, ERGs are used to define a                
much smaller group of users primarily based on their D&I attributes for micro-targeting             
purposes.  
 
User: The individual who is making a contribution to the innovation program in any capacity or                
role. 

Innovation Breakdown Structure (IBS) 
IBS tracks the innovation type, activity, categories and challenge to which the intention is related               
to. These key IBS items are described below. 
 
Portfolio: Is a grouping of innovation investments such as Product/Service grouping, R&D, six             
sigma quality management, and continuous improvement types/categories. Portfolios generally         
include a set of strategic objectives, budgets, investment criteria, and business priorities that are              
used to determine which initiatives and investments to pursue. 
 
Innovation Type: Specifies what type of innovation you seek such as Continuous Improvement,             
Core, Adjacent or Transformational innovations. A portfolio may include a predetermined mix of             
Innovation Types for budget and resource allocation purposes. 
 
Activity Type: Describes the innovation activity that is planned such as Jam Session, Open              
Innovation, Shark Tank, Design Thinking, Challenge, Idea Contest, or Ad-hoc. 
 
Category: Define a class or division for Intentions such as a segment, geographic area,              
industries, or new Ventures. You can define a hierarchy of Categories and even specify various               
rules such as which Categories are required or optional information during the Intention             
submission and evaluation process. 
 
Challenge, Focus Area: Is the focus area that forms the basis of all of the activities that take                  
place for the innovation activity being planned including what is the opportunity to seize or the                
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problem you wish to solve, who should participate, what subject matter experts are required, the               
types of rewards and recognitions to offer, and how to market the campaign. 

Information Discovery Structure (IDS) 
Information Stream: Searches for relevant information in private and public data sources the             
organization has access to that match the search context. 
 
Data Source: Are public or private sources of data the organization has access to including               
Twitter, RSS Feeds (such as Google, TechCrunch or Mashable), issues a helpdesk system, or              
notes, chats and messages in a CRM or collaboration application. 
 
Article: Is a content object that at a minimum has title, description, data source, author, and link                 
to a thumbnail image representing the content. 

Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) 
WBS is a breakdown of the work to be performed into smaller manageable deliverables.The              
Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK), an internationally recognized collection of           
processes and knowledge areas accepted as best practice for the project management            
profession, defines the WBS as a "deliverable oriented hierarchical decomposition of the work to              
be executed by the project team to accomplish the project objectives". 
 
Initiative: In the context of innovation management, an initiative ss a plan or program with               
funding that is intended to solve a problem and manages a collection of Projects (Experiments). 
 
Project, Experiment: Is the project or experiment that has been approved to test the              
solution/action plan proposed for an intention (or intentions). 
 
User Story: Is used in Agile methodology to capture a description of the solution from an                
end-user perspective. The user story describes the type of user, what they want and why. A                
user story helps to create a simplified description of a requirement. 
 
Task: Is a breakdown of the User Story into smaller deliverables that can be assigned to                
different team members. 

Intention 
Intention: Is an idea, opportunity, issue, concept, decision, risk, or suggestion that has been              
submitted by a User (or automatically created by an AI engine). The structure and template of                
an Intention is design based on an organization’s innovation program and framework, and has              
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at a minimum have a title, description and thumbnail and may include additional information that               
can be added through a set of user defined fields and dynamic forms. Ask for a copy of the                   
Planbox Good Idea Template from your Planbox Innovation Advisor as an example of             
recommended best practice template. 
 
Tracking ID: Is a global unique identifier that consists of a string of letters and digits. The                 
Tracking ID serves as a serial number for the Intention, providing a indexed reference to the                
Intention’s full content and information. 
 
Parent ID: Is the Tracking ID of the parent Intention if there is one. Parent IDs are used when                   
Intentions with similar, complementary or related are merged. 
 
Submitter: Is the User that submitted the original Intention. 
 
Champion: Is the User that has been designated as the person who will lead and champion the                 
Intention from start to finish. By default, the Intention Champion is set to the Submitter. 
 
Contributors: One or more Users may choose to participate in the Intention’s evaluation and              
development. All such users are tagged as Contributors who may receive updates and             
notifications when required based on the business rules setup and their role in the innovation               
management process. 
 
Sponsors: Are the Users who support and sponsor the Intention. Sponsors are usually             
executives or line of business managers with budget or resource management authority.            
Sponsors may also include people from outside the organization such as customers and             
business partners. 
 
Intention Type: Defines the type of Intention proposed such as Continuous Improvement, Core,             
Adjacent or Transformational. The Intention Type is used to set various business rules, plan the               
next steps, and determine what workflow should be used to review the Intention. For example, if                
the Intention Type is Continuous Improvement a workflow with more stages and gates would be               
used. If Intention Type is Transformational then a much more flexible approach is taken as it                
relates to evaluation, development and experimentation. 
 
IBS: Links the Intention to all of the key elements of the IBS for reporting and analysis                 
purposes. 
 
Activity, Status: An Intention may be associated to a specific workflow depending on the              
Innovation Type, Activity Type, Challenge or other criteria. The workflow defines the stages an              
Intention must flow through from inception to completion. Activity can also include votes based              
on the set voting method and comments. 
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Content / IP: An Intention at a minimum includes a title and description. It may also include                 
images, diagrams and other documents that describe the Intention or support the problem or              
concepts being presented. All of this content can collectively form the basis for Intellectual              
Property (IP) material that may be copyrighted, patented, or trademarked.  
 
Business Case: Every Intention’s end goal is to solve or at least bring to light some sort of a                   
business challenge, opportunity or improvement. The Intention’s Business Case can include           
standard cost benefit analysis for continuous improvement concepts or more complex ROI            
models for transformational concepts and ideas. 
 
Business Model Canvas (BMC): Is a templated structured approach for describing an Intention’s             
value proposition. 
 
Financials: An Intention may require the development of a financial model to project any              
potential costs and revenue opportunities. Typically Financials are part of the Business Case             
deliverables of an Intention before any funding decisions are made. 
 
Evaluation Criteria: A best practice in innovation management is to typically include a first pass               
quick evaluation of an Intention to prioritize and make an initial assessment of its merits. Every                
organization has its own set of quick evaluation criteria that may generally include strategic              
alignment, feasibility, risk, and potential return. 
 
Supporting Information: Includes any contents such as articles, existing patents, and other            
information that are used to support and develop the Intention’s concepts. 
 
Agile Work: Consists of the Initiative, Project, User Stories and Tasks that are planned and               
actioned on to experiment on, create a proof of concept, and further develop the Intention. 
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Dynamic Documents and Interfaces 

 
An Intention is not a static document that is created and maintained in a fixed format structure.                 
As an Intention progresses through its lifecycle more information is accumulated and more             
analysis is performed and added to the original Intention. This incrementally created collective             
body of knowledge and insight is used to make decisions about the merits and viability of the                 
solution(s) being proposed. 
 
The type, format and content of the Dynamic Documents that are bound to the original Intention                
can be entirely different based on the Innovation Type, Challenge, Intention’s Category or any of               
the other CBS, IBS, or OBS elements. 
 
What follows are the most commonly created stack of dynamic documents for an Intention that               
represents an idea.  
 
Submission Form(s): Is the bare minimum information required to create and submit a new              
Intention. This form has to be as simple as possible to encourage Users to submit new ideas.                 
Best practices require that this form should capture no more than 3 to 10 pieces of information                 
in order to reduce submission abandon rates. The organization may also ask certain types of               
participants (such as people from outside the organization) to agree to a set of Terms prior to                 
submitting a new idea in order to ensure IP ownership and present any potential breach of                
confidentiality. Challenge or Activity Type specific Submission Forms may be designed to suit             
the requirements of the goals the organization intends to achieve. 
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Evaluation Form(s): Are a sequence of forms and interfaces that are used to evaluate the idea                
in its current stage. When a large number of ideas are generated from a planned event,the first                 
evaluation is usually a very quick process based on a simple set of criteria such as alignment,                 
risk, feasibility and potential return. Later stage evaluation forms are more in-depth and require              
a lot more time and effort to complete. 
 
Development Form(s): Are a sequence of forms and interfaces that are used to incrementally              
develop the idea. The information gathered at every stage of the idea development process can               
vary widely based on the idea type, category and other factors. For example, some              
Development Forms may be related to high level architecture modeling while others are strictly              
for detailed descriptions and in-depth technical analysis purposes. It is highly recommended to             
keep each Development Form focused on a specific focused objective so that targeted subject              
matter experts can be assigned to develop the required information or models. 
 
Business Case Form(s): Are a sequence of forms and interfaces that are used to incrementally               
build the business case for an idea. The information gathered at every stage of the business                
case building process can vary widely based on the idea type, category and other factors. For                
example, some Business Case Forms may be related to financial modeling while others may be               
strictly for strategic assessment, sourcing, or risk analysis purposes. It is highly recommended             
to keep each Business Case Form focused on a specific focused objective so that targeted               
subject matter experts can be assigned to deliver the required information or models. 
 
Experimentation: The set of ideas that make through the initial development and evaluation             
stages are candidates for proof of concept development and prototyping. This stage of idea              
development is best handled using an agile project management methodology. Agile           
experimentation allows you to create small teams that are passionate about realizing the             
concept and creating a solution, trying new things in short sprints, learning from the iteration and                
failing fast when the results of the last development cycle do not justify further investments. 
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Other Sources of Information 
 
Innovation Management Glossary: 
http://planbox.com/agile-work-innovation-management-software-glossary/ 
 
Planbox Innovate support portal 
https://helpdesk.planbox.com 
 
Guide to Challenge Driven Innovation Management 
https://planbox.com/resources/guide-challenge-driven-innovation-management/ 
 
The Ultimate Innovation Strategist's Playbook 
http://planbox.com/resources/ultimate-innovation-strategist-playbook/ 
 
Innovation Management Software Evaluation Guide 
http://planbox.com/free-evaluation-guide/ 
 
How to Gamify Innovation 
http://planbox.com/resources/innovation-gamification-guide/ 
 
Planbox Idea Contest Brochure 
http://planbox.com/resources/planbox-idea-contest-management/ 
 
Planbox Innovate Brochure 
http://planbox.com/resources/planbox-innovation-brochure/ 
 
Planbox Shark Tank Brochure 
https://planbox.com/resources/shark-tank-competition/ 
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About Planbox 
 
Planbox is the pioneering provider of cloud-based AI-Powered Agile Work Innovation           
solutions – from creative ideas to winning projects. Our mission is to help organizations              
thrive by transforming the culture of agile work, continuous innovation and creativity            
across the entire organization. Our family of products include Collaborative Innovation           
Management, Team Decision Making, and Work Management applications. Planbox is          
designed to be the agile work innovation tool for everyone, built for companies and              
teams of all sizes and trusted by some of the world’s most recognized brands including               
BP, Comcast, Great-West Life, Honeywell, Panama Canal Authority, Philips, Sealed Air,           
Sun Life Financial, Whirlpool, Willis Towers Watson and Verizon with millions of internal             
and external users. To learn more, visit: www.planbox.com and unleash your innovation            
butterfly. 
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